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•Year 1 
In the Wild 

Key Curriculum Driver: Science 

Other Curriculum Areas: DT

Rationale: Our topic ‘In the Wild’ will allow the children to learn 
about the natural world and how plants and seeds are grown. 
They will learn about the function of each part of a flowering plant 
and how they reproduce. This topic will also allow the children to 
use their scientific enquiry skills to track the growth of plants over 
time. They will make predictions and observe findings based on 
their experiences. 

By the end of this topic, most children will: 
• The ability to think independently and raise questions about working scientifically and the 
knowledge and skills that it brings. 
• Confidence and competence in the full range of practical skills, taking the initiative in, for 
example, planning and carrying out scientific investigations. 
• Excellent scientific knowledge and understanding which is demonstrated in written and 
verbal explanations, solving challenging problems and reporting scientific findings.
• High levels of originality, imagination or innovation in the application of skills.
• The ability to undertake practical work in a variety of contexts, including fieldwork.
• A passion for science and its application in past, present and future technologies.

Children’s knowledge will be shown by:

Extended Writing: Non-Chronological Reports 

Purposeful Outcome: 
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Year 1 
Summer One - In the Wild  

Subject Objective

Science • Identify and name a variety of common plants, including garden plants, 
wild plants and trees and those classified as deciduous and evergreen.

• Identify and describe the basic structure of a variety of common 
flowering plants, including roots, stem/trunk, leaves and flowers.

• Observe and describe how seeds and bulbs grow into mature plants.

• Find out and describe how plants need water, light and a suitable 
temperature to grow and stay healthy

• Ask simple questions. 

• Observe closely, using simple equipment.

• Perform simple tests.

• Identify and classify.

• Use observations and ideas to suggest answers to questions.

Gather and record data to help in answering questions.

I know statements 

Identify and name a range of common plants.
Identify, label and describe the basic structure of a plant.
Discuss the functions of different parts of a plant.
Discuss how plants reproduce.
Observe how plants/seeds grow over a period of time. 
Make close observations using simple equipment.
Understand how to make sure an experiment is fair.
Gather data to answer questions.
Make predictions as to what I think might happen during an experiment.
Discuss my findings/what I have learnt from an observation.
Identify foods that may be grown on an allotment. 
Identify similarities and differences between plants.

DT Understand the importance of a healthy and balanced diet - eat well 
plates. (PSHE/DT)
Identify different mechanisms and discuss their movement. (DT)
Can design/label a product and discuss how to make it suitable i.e. a 
birdhouse. (DT)
With support can use a range of materials to create and evaluate a final 
product (DT). 
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Topic Overview

In the Wild 

Curriculum Driver
Science

Linked Texts

Free Writing Stimulus

If I was an animal… 

In the Wild  Coverage (Main Focus)

Week One - This week we will begin to look at the parts of a flowering plant using 
our scientific enquiry skills. We will dissect and label a range of plants and learn 
about the function of each part. 

Week Two - Over this week we will begin to create a non -chronological report on 
how to plant a seed. We will create a list of instructions for how to plant a seed and 
begin to think about the best conditions for growth. We will track the growth of the 
seeds over time. 

Week Three - This week we will learn about the different types of plants and go on a 
learning walk around our local area to spot wild flowers. We discuss plants that 
provide food and identify those which are grown on an allotment. From this we will 
create our own healthy plates of food. 

Week Four - Our focus for this week will be DT and designing a bird / animal feeder 
where we will think hard about how to make it suitable for the real world. 

Week Five - We will now make and evaluate our bird / animal feeders. 

Trips and Experiences
Growing experiments 
Now Press Play

Other subject Coverage
List activities
DT - To design, make and evaluate a bird / animal feeder. To know what food are healthy and use this 
knowledge to create  balanced plate of food. 

Extended Writing Genres and 
Activities
Non-chronological report 
Poetry

Topic Hook
Now Press play

Topic Outcome


